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155X Scanner Stand Modification Instructions
The scanner stand modification kit contains the following items:
•

Scanner holder with integrated retaining magnet

•

Non-reflective label for “B” models (P/N 065545-001)

•

155X Scanner Stand Modification Instructions (P/N 066874-001)

•

Reflective label for “A” models (P/N 063908-002)

The kit is used to convert an older model 155X series scanner stand to work with Intermec 1550B and
1551B scanners. It also provides a reflective label if you want to convert a new stand to work with “A”
model scanners.
•

Refer to the C/N designation on the scanner handle to determine the type of scanner you are
using. The “A” or “B” appended to the model number designates the version of scanner that you
are using.

•

If you are upgrading your scanner stand to use a “B” model scanner, you need to replace the
existing holder on your scanner stand and cover the existing reflective scanner label with the nonreflective label contained in this kit. If you are modifying your scanner stand to use an “A” model
scanner, you only need to verify that you are using a reflective label.
Screw

To install the scanner holder

Holder

1. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the holder retaining screw
located on the front/center of the scanner holder.
2. Fit the new scanner holder from the modification kit on the
scanner stand column. Make sure that you align the adjustment
screw hole on the holder with the hole on the scanner stand
column.

Column

3. Install and tighten the Phillips screw to secure the scanner
holder to the scanner stand column.

Knob
Label

To determine the correct label
•

To configure an older model 155X series scanner to work with
“B” model scanners, replace the reflective label on the scanner
stand with the non-reflective label included in this kit.
Otherwise, use the reflective label with your “A” scanner.

Base

155XI.001

You can use the following scanner configurations in auto-trigger mode.
1550A02
1550B0200

1550A04
1550B0400

1551A02
1551B0200

1551A03
1551B0300

1551A07
1551B0700
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